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NEWS
PAPER PUMPKINS BENEFIT CHARITY
St. Jude's'Up'til Dawn'is hosting
a charity event by selling paper
pumpkins that will benefit the
research hospital.
Page 7
ANNUAL FESTIVAL
The GSU Botanical Garden is set
to host its annual festival next
week and will be highlighted by a
plant sale.
Page 6

BABULA AND POPE REVIEWS
The G-A review team are back
once again to critique the hit
movie High School Musical 3.
Page 10

Special Photo

IN OTHER NEWS

CAMPUS SHOOTING LEAVES TWO DEAD
Two men were arrested On the
University of Central Arkansas
campus after a shootout left two
dead.
Page 3
IRAQI PRISONERS BEING RELEASED
The American military aims at
releasing all detained Iraqi prisoners
who have not been charged with a
crime by December 2009.
Page 2

STRANGE BUT TRUE

FRIENDS DENY CHECK SCAM
Two men wheeled their dead
roommate across town in an office
chair hoping to get his check
cashed.
s&«v
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COVERING THE CAMPUS LIKE A SWARM OF GNATS

Lovins to speak at Sustainability Summit City opens
'Hero of the Planet' will highlight business case for sustainability
advance voting
By Mark Beavers

By Ben Carroll

StaffWriter

Guest Writer

Georgia Southern University will
be hosting L. Hunter Lovins, an advocate for sustainable development
and president of Natural Capitalism, Inc. and Natural Capitalism
Solutions, to give a lecture as the
second speaker of the Sustainability
Seminar Series.
Lovins will be presenting the
lecture, "Drivers of Change: The
Business Case for Sustainability and
Protecting the Climate," at 7:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Center on
Wednesday, October 29.
Lissa Leege said the lecture will
highlight why businesses should take
the sustainable route.
"It's not only good for the planet.
It's good for businesses," said Leege,
noting that being sustainable is a
good way for businesses to save
money.
Lovins has done work around the
world with businesses and governments trying to help them become
more sustainable.
She has addressed the World
Economic Forum, the U.S. Congress,
the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, and Wal-Mart in her
efforts to promote sustainable living
and business practices.
"She also works with a business
school. [Lovins] works with MBAs
teaching them about the business
side of being sustainable," Leege
said.
Leege would like to see the PAC
filled for the lecture.
"The students are future leaders,
business owners and decision mak-

For the voters of Bulloch County,
advanced voting week begins on
Monday, October 27 ends this Friday,
October 31 at 5 p.m.
Early voting started on September
22, but advanced voting week is the
last time a persbn can vote before the
November 4 official Electiori'Day.
Throughout this semester, there
have beenvisitors to classes and booths
under the Rotunda next to the Russell Union that have given students
the ability to register to vote for this
2008 election.
For many of college students, this
is their first presidential election and
many took the opportunity to register
to vote.
• According to Shontay Jones, the
deputy registrar, there has been a
flood of applications from the student
body, to a point where the election
center here in Bulloch County is still
processing the applications.
This is why many students who
registered to vote early have still not
received their voting registration
card.
Students who sent in the application before the deadline for
early voting and haven't received their
registration card can call the election
center for Bulloch County at one of
these two phone lines: (912) 764-6502
or (912) 489-1677.
If they haven't processed the application, they will do it while over
the phone.
"These phones are often busy, but
ifyou want to vote, it is important you
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ers. If they can hear her argument,
then they can take that with them
and make good decisions," said
Leege, emphasizing that the lecture
is important for students of all disciplines to attend. "Students will have
a lot to take home."
Lovins formed Natural Capitalism, Inc. and Natural Capitalism
Solutions in 2003 based on the
principle outlined in Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial
Revolution, a book she co-authored
that discusseshoworganizations can
increase profitability and efficiency
while becoming more environmentally and socially responsible.

Three-Day Forecast
Wednesday
Clear
63/36

She was named "Hero of the
Planet" by Time Magazine in 2000
for her efforts in sustainable living
and education. Lovins has also won
numerous awards for her work.
These awards include a shared
Mitchell Prize in 1982 for an essay
on reallocating utility capital, a Right
Livelihood Award in 1983, ANissan
Award for an article on Hypercars in
1993,andthe 1999 Lindbergh Award
for Environment and Technology.
The lecture, sponsored by CLEC
and the Office ofSustainability in the
Allen E. Paulson College of Science
and Technology, is free and open to
the public.
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see VOTING PAGE 2

GADaily.com Poll:
Are you going to be dressing up for
this Halloween?
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Friends deny they took money from dead friend
McClatchy News Service

Their bumbling actions have brought two
guys in an alleged Hell's Kitchen check cashing
scam worldwide attention for their only-inNew York similarities to the dark comedy,
"Weekend at Bernie's."
But as James O'Hare and David Daloia
allegedly pushed the lifeless body of friend
and roommate Virgilio Cintron to the Pay-OMatic Check Cashing spot in an office chair
on Tuesday to cash a check, they claim they
had no idea he was dead.
"He looked like that every morning,"
Daloia said, of Cintrohs appearance the day
in question. "I didn't know he was dead. He
had $500 in his pocket. I had $200. Why would
I rob the guy?"
Bailed out of jail from Rikers Island overnight Thursday where they had been cooling
their heels since their arrest on Tuesday on
charges of attempted forgery, attempted
possession of a forged instrument and petty
larceny for attempting to cash their friend's
check the two 65-year-olds were back home
Friday at their West 52nd Street apartment
to tell their side of the tale.
They had no idea who paid $1,000 each
to set them free but seemed happy to clarify
certain aspects of the case.

VOTING

from page 1

keep trying," says Jones.
The center is averaging about 400+
voters a day in the last couple of weeks
and since September 22, over 5,000 voters have casted their ballot. When you go
to vote, the only thing you need is your
photo i.d. This could be a driver's license,
student i.d, or any government assigned
identification.
The only place you can vote in Bulloch
County is at the Bulloch County Courthouse, and you can only vote if you
are registered under a Bulloch County

For months now, O'Hare and Daloia
said Friday, they had engaged in the same
routine: Three times a month, they would set
Cintron in the chair and take him to a check
cashing spot where he would cash his Social
Security check.
Old, frail and unemployed, the selfdescribed holdovers of Hells Kitchen's racier
past say they cared for Cintron, 66, whose
health had deteriorated over the years.
"I'd never hurt the guy' Daloia said. "We
took care of him. We wiped up after him."
While Cintron appears to have died of
natural causes, as of Friday, a cause of death
and how long he had been dead was still being
investigated by the New York City Medical
Examiner's office.
Meanwhile, police said the duo plopped
Cintron into a chair and wheeled him from the
apartment to Pay-O-Matic on Ninth Avenue
several blocks away.
Cintron was left outside while his friends
stepped inside. The clerk who knows Cintron
as a regular customer told police he needed
to sign his own $355 check.
The suspects went back outside to get
Cintron, but his half-dressed slumped corpse
had caused quite a stir, among those passing
by, including Det. Travis Rapp, who saw the
scene as he ate lunch nearby.
precinct.
Once you get to the courthouse, you
will pass through security and then go to
a table to fill out an absentee form.
"It confuses some people, but when
you vote early, you are placed under the
absentee vote," Jones said.
After you fill out the form, you will
go to another table where they will look
up your registration information and you
will be led to one of the four electronic
voting touch screen stations and you will
place your vote.
Expect the lines to be kind of long due
to the fact this is the last week for advanced
voting, but it will help voters avoid the
longer lines on November 4th.

Special Photo

U.S. speeds release of Iraqi detainees
McClatchy News Service

In recent months, the American military
has begun freeing many ofthe Iraqi prisoners
it's been holding without charges and aims
to release all of them by December 2009, according to U.S. military data and interviews
with military officials.
In the five and a half years since the Iraq
war began, U.S. troops have arrested and
detained roughly 100,000 Iraqis, almost all of
them without formal criminal charges.
A year ago, 26,000 Iraqis were in American military detention, more than at any other
point since the 2003 U.S.-led invasion. About
17,000 remain imprisoned, but that number
is dropping fast.
Brig. Gen. David Quantock, the U.S.
deputy commanding general in charge of
detainee operations in Iraq, told McClatchy
Newspapers that he thinks the vast majority
of detainees who remain in custody aren't
dangerous.
Most of them participated in the insurgency because they were paid to do so or because they were threatened, he said. "I think
it's a small number who are here because they
really believe in the ideology of it." .
Within the next 14 months, Quantock
said, the military hopes to turn over a few

thousand detainees who are considered the
most dangerous for prosecution under Iraqi
law. The rest will be released, he said.
American troops also have arrested about
half as many Iraqis so far this year as they did
in the first 10 months of last year, according
to military data.
By next summer, Quantock said, the
military plans to close Camp Bucca, the
larger of its two remaining prisons in Iraq,
which holds all but a few thousand of the
Iraqis who are still in U.S. custody.
A prison that the military is building to
replace Bucca will be opened and turned
over to Iraqi authorities within a year or so,
Quantock said.
"We're obviously not going to be running
detention facilities in Iraq forever," he said.
"It reaches a point where you need a plan
for a safe transition, and that's what we're
doing now."
The U.S. must close its prisons in Iraq
before American troops can leave, but the
matter is complicated by difficult negotiations with the Iraqi government over a new
agreement to govern the status of U.S. forces
in Iraq.
The United Nations mandate that's allowed the United States to operate in Iraq
will expire at the end of this year.

Want to be the Editor of a new publication ?
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Hudson's nephew s body identified in SUV
McClatchy News Service
Chicago Police Superintendent Jody Weis
says the body found on Chicago's West Side is
that of 7-year-old Julian King.
•The identity ofthe body also was confirmed
Monday afternoon by the Cook County medical examiners office, where an autopsy will be
done Tuesday.
Around 3 p.m., two black SUVs believed
to be carrying Hudson family members pulled
out of the basement garage ofthe Trump Tower
in downtown Chicago.
An unmarked police squad car left shortly
after that, followed by a crowd of about a dozen
people who left through the luxury hotel's lobby
and declined comment.
Soon after, the SUVs arrived at the offices
of the Cook County medical examiner's office.
The vehicles left the scene about 3:54 p.m.
The body was found in the back seat of
the white Chevrolet Suburban police were
looking for in their search for Julian, three
days after Hudson's mother and brother were
found shot to death in the mothers house in
Englewood.

Law enforcement sources said that the
boy was shot multiple times in the back of the
vehicle. Police are testing the clothing of a man
in custody for gunshot residue.
Police arrived at the Suburban with Illinois
license plate X584859 before 8 a.m. in the 1300
block of South Kolin Avenue, after receiving a
call of a suspicious vehicle.
It was found by a 75-year-old who lives on
the block, John Louden. He said he has lived
on the block for 18 years and worried about
people selling drugs in the abandoned building behind it.
"I didn't look in there. I didn't touch it. I
knew it was a strange vehicle," Louden said. He
said police showed up in about five minutes
after his wife called them.
They discovered the child inside. The body
was removed and the SUV was towed away
for evidence processing. "I feel bad about that
baby," Louden said.
Police found the bodies of Hudson's mother,
Darnell Donerson, and brother, Jason Hudson,
on Friday afternoon after a family member came
to their home in the 7000 block of South Yale
Avenue and saw signs of violence inside.

Two dead in shooting at U. Arkansas
UWIRE
Two University of Central Arkansas students were shot and killed Sunday evening and
a third man, not a student, was injured.
Campus police received a call of shots
fired at 9:19 p.m. between Arkansas Hall
and the Snow Fine Arts Center, according to
the university's Web site. One victim, a male
UCA student, was pronounced dead on the
scene while two other victims were taken by
ambulance to the hospital. One of the two
victims taken to the hospital was also a UCA
student and died. The third man, who wasn't
a student, was treated and released.
"Monday classes are canceled, and students
are encouraged to stay in their dorms and
apartments, as all residence halls are under
lockdown," The Echo, the student newspaper,

reported.
One suspect was in custody though not
under arrest, police said during a 1:30 a.m.
press conference on Monday.
The UCA Web site reported at 10:35 p.m.
Sunday that there were four suspects.
The Associate Press reported Monday that
all suspects were men andnot students. No motive has been determined, the AP reported.
Some students witnessed the shooting.
According to The Echo, Freshman Tyler
Carpenter, who lives on the first floor of the
all-boys Arkansas Hall, said he heard five
shots go off as a man was running out of the
hall into the alley.
"When the car drove off, I saw the body
on the ground," Carpenter said. "My heart's
beating a lot faster. I'm kinda scared; someone
got shot right outside my room."
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Check out the
George-Anne Daily Online
at www.gadaily.com!
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

The George-Anne Daily is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and
operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest,
continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County
and Statesboro, Ga. The newspaper is a designated
public forum for the Georgia Southern Community.
The ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or
the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student Media Advisory Board,
the administration, the faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the University System of Georgia.The GeorgerAnne is published four times weekly
(Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) during
most of the academic year and six times during the
summers. Any questions regarding content should
be directed to the editor by phone at 912-478-5246
or fax at 912-478-7113.
Readers may access the newspaper and its archives
staff by visiting our Web site at http://www.gadaily.
com.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily through revenue from
advertisements placed in the paper and receives additional support, in part, from the Student Activities
Budget Commitee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying to ads-particularly
those which require a credit card number, other
personal information, or money in advance .of. the
delivery of a product or service. Students are also
urged to report to the newspaper any suspicious
offers which they might see in an ad. Remember, if an
offer seems too good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and faculty ads to be run in the G-A
must have a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE NUMBER.
Ads will be rejected if they do not have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F.I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912-478-5246 (News) or
912-478-5418 (Advertising) or 912-478-0069 (Advisor)
EMAIL DIRECTORY
Executive Editor gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
Managing Editor gamed@georgiasouthern.edu
News Editor ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu
Advertising ads@georgiasouthe.rn.edu or ads1@
georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The G-A reserves the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended publication date. For
more information, rate cards, sample publications,
contact the advertising manager or student media
advisor.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to correct and complete information in advertisements. However the
advertiser is responsible for any errors in advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited to the
amount of space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing with the name of the
sender, local address and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation. One free ad per person per week. Commercial
classified are available only from our online site at
www.gsuads.com. The price of commercial ads is $7
for 200 characters for line ads. Ads must be paid for
using a major credit card. For classified display ads,
contact gadass@georgiasouthern.edu.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are
not available at this timer However readers may visit
our Web site for free access to current and past issues.
Visit www.gadaily.com to view online issues. The G-A
is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern
campus through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one free copy, and a second for
a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are 50 cents each and are available at
the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal
of additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who removes more than the
authorized number of copies from distribution sites
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge the theft of one of our
slogans- "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by
them All"- from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Credit for the other slogan-"Covering Campus
likea Swarm of Gnats"-goes to G-A alum Mike Mills.
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Quiznos not coming to Centennial
ByQuentinDupree
Staff Writer

Speial Photo

Recently announced, Quiznos is no longer going to be apart of Centennial Place.

BULLDCH

COUNTY

On the Brink of Change
ELECT

LIZ JOHNSON
JUDGE OF PROBATE COURT

Compassionate
Accessible
Commitment
Service
liz4probatejudge@yahoo.com
Paid for byfriends of Liz Johnson

Centennial Place, which has been a
construction project for the past year, is
expected to open in fall of 2009.
Centennial Place is expected to host
about 1,001 beds, which coincides with
the new requirement being implemented
in fall of 2009, which requires all incoming freshman to live on campus.
The dormitory is set to hold at least
1,000 students next fall.
The dorms, which are already wait
listed by current Georgia Southern
students, are also open to transfer and
older students once they have filed an
exception.
Along with the new dorms Centennial Place will see the addition of new
restaurants such as Coldstone Creamery
and Einstein.
Quiznos was slated to appear side by
side with these establishments but will
now be missing from the roster.

Quiznos decided to scratch any plans
ofbuilding a venue on Georgia Southerns
campus due to the steep competition with
the nearby Subway.
Carrie Thome, CAD and GIS Manager of the Physical Plant, speculates that
Quiznos would be at a disadvantage in
Statesboro.
"Too much saturation of sub vendors
especially on this side of campus." says
Carrie Thorne.
With a renovated Pickle Barrel on
the way and an established sub sandwich
restaurant already in walking distance of
campus, conclusions were drawn that
Quiznos did not see a profitable future
with Georgia Southern.
Quiznos, which closed down their
second venue earlier this year, still
has a successful operating venue off of
highway 301.
Centennial Place, which has 8,000
square feet laid out for retail vendors,
will also feature an eye glassware shop
as well as a new Eagle Print shop.

GSU Hosts Benefit Fair in Union Ballroom
By Ashley Harper
Guest Writer

The GSU Department of Human
Resources held a Benefits Fair for all
faculty and staff at Georgia Southern last
Wednesday, October 22.
The fair was conducted at the Union
Ballroom in order to take open enrollment
questions, concerns, and feedback.
Because it is the Open Enrollment
period at GSU, employees are able to discuss and may opt to change their current
employee benefits.
Open Enrollment only lasts about
a month, and will end on November 7.
According to Vicki Hodges, assistant director of Benefits, there were approximately
300 people in attendance at the fair.
"We had 17 of the vendors present
that offer benefits to our employees,"
Hodges said.
"This gave our employees an opportunity to gather information and ask questions
to our benefit providers," Hodges said.
The vendors invited to join the fair were
from all over the United States.
The list includes companies such as:
AFLAC, AIG VALIC, Ameriprise Financial, Blue Cross Blue Shield, CIGNA
Group Insurance, CORE Credit Union,
CRI, Fidelity, GSU Admissions, Kaiser
Permanente, Medco, MetLife, Netherton

and Boles (AD&D), The Hartford, TIAACREF, and US Bank (Health Savings
Account).
Faculty and staff were able to become
more informed about the benefit offerings
in which are obtainable to them.
There may be more opportunities
available to fit their personal lifestyle than
they even knew.
The Benefits fair gave the current employees of GSU an opportunity to change
their benefit choices as well, without the
inconvenience of coming into the office
location.
"We received very good response from
the people attending and from the vendors
that were present," Hodges said.
This will make next year's Benefit Fair
more successful, and will continue to
improve employee benefits.
"The vendors also provided giveaways
and door prizes to encourage participation,
and this was our first Benefits Fair, so we
were very pleased with the outcome,"
Hodges said.
Ifyou are currently enrolled in the HS A
PPO (High Deductible Health Plan) or if
you have an interest in signing up for plan
year 2009, US Bank will hold a presentation about Health Savings Accounts on
October 22.
The session will be at 2 p.m. in Room
2041 of the Russell Union.
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Saturday,, November 1

Wednesday, November 5th fcont.l

Mud Volleyball, lO AM - 6 PM
So easy a Caveman can do it? Come out to the RAC Pavilion
to show us what you've got or just watch... All proceeds will
benefit St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. (Sponsored by
the Office of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement)

Doo-Dah/Step Show, 7 PM
Hustle your Macarena over to Hanner Fieldhouse to see the
totally awesome performances in this year's Doo-Dah/Step
Show! Tickets are $5 and can be purchased in the Office of
Student Activities beginning on October 29m.'

Mondayr November 3rd

Vote for your King and Queen candidates online! Check your
„ •
WINGS account or the Homecoming website for more
Vvf information, (wvvvv.peoraiasouthernhornecoirning.cbrn)

Picture Yourself in the Past, 11 AM - 2 PM
Remember the good ol* days? Homecoming 2008 will soon be
one of them! Time flies... Stop by the Russell Union Rotunda to
have your picture taken with a fun background and printed on
a button, key chain, or sticker.

GSU Idol, 7 PM

Rock the night away as we raise money for a great cause and
name the next GSU Idol in the Russell Union Ballroom! Buy
your tickets early! Tickets will be $5 in advance and will be
sold starting October 22ncf under the Rotunda or in the Office
of Student Activities. Tickets will also be available at the door
for $7. All proceeds benefit the United Way. (Sponsored by
the Student Government Association)

Thursday,. November 6th

Fabulous Fads, 11 AM - 2 PM

CH-ch-ch-chia...Who doesn't miss the days when you could
beg your parents to buy the newest fed toy that you just HAD
to have?? Stop by this noontime at the Russell Union Rotunda
to relive those moments of your past. Adopt a pet rock, grab a
soda float, or play your favorite childhood board game!

Vote for your King and Queen candidates online! Check your
WINGS account or the Homecoming website for more
information. (wwyv.geprgiaspu them homecoming.corn)

Pep Rally, Court Announcement, and O.A.R. Concert,
7:30 PM
Eagle spirit is timeless. Join" us at the RAC Bandshell to
celebrate the final football pep rally of the season, hear the
announcement of the Homecoming court, and rock out to a
free concert!

Tuesday, November 4th

Friday, November 7th

Sculpt It for the Hungry, 11 AM - 2 PM
Rome wasn't built in a day, but your schoolmates have only a
few hours to create GSU-inspired decade designs using food,
toiletries, and clothing under the Russell Union Rotunda. Come
out to watch the sculptures take shape; all donations are
contributed to the Statesboro Food Bank. (Sponsored by the
Office of Student Leadership and Civic Engagement)

Parade, 4 PM — 5:30 PM
Watch the decades fly by as students show off their floats,
krazy cans, and banners!! View the parade route at:
wWw.peorcjiasouthemhomecominq.com

Black Light Casino Night, 7 PM - lOPM

Visit Black Light Casino Night in the Russell Union Ballroom to
enjoy a FREE night of play while experiencing a throw-back to
one of the craziest lighting choices of ihe century and a
chance to win an IPod, DVD Player, or digital camera!!
Vote for your King and Queen candidates online! Check your
WINGS account or the Homecoming website for more
information. (vvww.qeorgiasQuthemhomecominq.com)

i^f

Wednesdayr November 5t

Xbox Game Zone, 11 AM - 2 PM
From the pixelated games of your youth to the hi-def consoles
of 20P8, there is something for everyone at this
noontime...Put down the books and join us in the Russell
Union Commons area for play time!

Homecoming Celebration, 5:30 PM - 7 PM
After the parade of decades has disappeared, visit Sweetheart
Circle to enjoy a tasty cookout and to hear the winners of the
Homecoming competitions named.
WALL- E (Outdoor Movie), 7 PM
Get a glimpse of the future with Pixar's animated hit, Wall-E.
Bring your blanket or lawn chair to Sweetheart Circle to watch
the free movie shown on a giant inflatable screen!
Fireworks, 8:45 PM
Wind down from your time travels by sitting back, to watch a
spectacular show of fireworks from Sweetheart Circle!

Saturday, November 3th
The Georgia Southern Homecoming football game starts at
12pm vs. Samford University. Come out to watch the Eagles
soar over the Bulldogs! The crowning of the King &. Queen will
bake place during halftime.

For complete Homecoming 2QOS details, changes, and additions, view the official website at
www ■georgiasou themhomecominq .com

ililftrii ft iJii 0ffi6i ft StMftfftimtM
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Botanical Garden hosts annual fall festival
By Denver Pittman
StaffWriter
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LEE DELOACH

yT Public Servant. Family Man. Bulioch County Native:

For the past 22 years, Lee Deloach has dedicated
his life to public service as the probate judge and
superintendent of elections in Bulioch County.

Fall in Statesboro, for most, is a relieving season. As temperatures drop from the
summer heat, festivities of local business
rise into full swing.
The University Gardens plays an integral role in this process and is expected to
host its' annual festival, November 4.
The events are expected to please all
ages. A plant sale will also accompany this
years smorgasbord of activities.
"Blueberries, sp'arkleberry, hazelnuts,
chard, and kale are among the edible plants
that will beautify your home and energize
your taste buds," Garden Assistant Director Robert Rudolph said.
"Oaks, black gum, Japanese maples,
and other species of trees will provide
shade, and value to your property."
This year, the festival will also feature
activities planned by the university's
Leadership and Recreation class led by
Dr. Brent Wolfe.
Children will be entertained for hours
by the activities that include, yet are not
limited to scavenger hunts, an obstacle
course, painting, and a maze.
"The festival is a wonderful way to
spend time with your childre^," Garden
educator Kathy Tucker said.
"The children make and do wonderful
things, and learn about the natural world
at the same time."
Though children have plenty of opportunities for a good time, the Festival
and Plant Sale offers plenty for adult
visitors as well.

POLICE BEAT
Friday, October 24

• Georgia Southern University Graduate

Officers issued two traffic warnings,
assisted seven motorists, assisted one
sick person, responded to two alarms
and investigated one accident.

• National Judicial College Graduate
• Former Director - Joseph's Home for Boys

A rear view mirror was damaged on
a vehicle at Eagle Village.

• Past President - Keep Bulioch Beautiful

Saturday, October 25

• Served in the National Guard

Officers issued one traffic citation, six
traffic warnings, assisted one motorist
and investigated one accident.
A case of harassment was reported at
Forest Drive.

Vote for Lee Deloach on November 4th

Paid (or by friends of Lee Deloach
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The Statesboro Farmers' Market will
be at die Garden, with gorgeous local
peas, greens, and tomatoes. Handcrafted
cheese, baked goods, jams, and crafts will
also be available.
"Usually held in downtown Statesboro,
the Farmer's Market returns to the Garden
to celebrate its roots and to participate in
one of the most fun events of the season,"
said Market Founder Debra Chester.
"The Garden provides a wonderful,
green atmosphere that connects all this
wonderful produce to the land from
which it came."
This year particularly, the Garden will
feature its new Heritage Pavilion.
Over the course of the next year, the
Garden will also welcome a new Farmyard
Courtyard, complete with fountain.
The innovation provides a unification
that directly represents the appreciation
of the beauty and history of biology on
the Southern Coastal Plain.
"The garden belongs to the community," said Director Carolyn Altaian.
"I'd love to show folks what's happening
in this great green jewel in the center of
our community."
The event will take place from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. Children are invited to wear their
Halloween costumes.
A silent auction and poinsettias sale
will also take place in preparation for the
holiday season.
A drop off for senior citizens and
disabled visitors will be available inside
the Garden gates.
Parking will be available; yet, carpooling is encouraged.

A vehicle was spray painted at University Villas.
James Matthew Garrett, 23, University Villas, was charged with public
intoxication.
Sunday, October 26
Officers issued four traffic citations,
four traffic warnings, assisted six motorists and responded to one alarm.
A laptop computer was taken from
Southern Courtyard.
Nathan Stephen Batten, 19, Mclntosh
Trail, Senoia, was charged with DUI.
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Up 'Til Dawn holds pumpkin sale
By Tiffany Colston
Guest Writer

St. Judes Up 'till Dawn organization is
celebrating the fall season by selling paper
pumpkins to benefit St. Judes Children
Hospital.
According the Up till Dawn official web
site, Up 'til Dawn is an Organization on many
college campuses that unites students, staff
and their campus communities with the goal
to end childhood cancer once and for all.
More than 250 colleges and universities
now participate in Up 'Till Dawn.
Students help raise awareness and support for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital through a variety of activities.
To date, the program has raised more
than $16.5 million for St. Jude.
Georgia Southern's chapter is selling
paper pumpkins for $ 1 in the Russell Union
Rotunda and will continue selling them later
on this week.
One-hundred percent of the proceeds
will go directly toward research at the
hospital.
People who buy the paper pumpkins will
sign their names on them and they will be

displayed on a bulletin board in the Office
of Student Activities.
According to Amanda Stanley, a member of the organization, everyone has high
hopes for the event to be successful because
if it is there will be more fundraisers in the
future.
"Our letter sending event is the most
anticipated and important event of the
year," Staley said.
"Schools and universities that support
St. Jude all over the country are strongly
encouraged to write letters to their family
and friends encouraging them to make
donations for the cause," Staley said.
Also, for Georgia Southern's annual
Homecoming Week they will be hosting
the mud volleyball game.
For the remainder of. the semester
there will be small events going on to support research for treating children with
catastrophic diseases at St. Judes Research
Hospital.
Those that write letters explaining
the desperate need for research for lethal
diseases that affect children will have a
chance to receive homemade baked goods
for contributing.

Special Photo

Tuesday, October 28

Wednesday, October 29

Thursday, October 30

Friday, October 31

Time: 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Event: Winter Break Trip Info
Location: Russell Union 2071

Time: 11 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Event: GSU STAND
Location: Russell Union 2042

Time: 1 - 4 p.m.
Event: GSU STAND
Location: Russell Union 2043

Time: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Event: Honors Visitation Day
Location: Nessmith Lane

Time: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Event: Leadership 101
Location: Russell Union 2041

Time: 12 - 2 p.m.
Event: Hot Wings And Topics
Location: Russell Union 2047

Time: 2 - 4 p.m.
Event: FLU Vaccine Clinic
Location: Russell Union 2041

Time: 9-11 a.m.
Event: Move-In Meeting For Foy
Location: Nessmith Lane 1908

Time: 6 - 7 p.m.
Event: ODK General Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2048

Time: 5 - 6:30 p.m.
Event: SAGE Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2048

Time: 6 - 7 p.m.
Event: SCA Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2073

Time: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Event: EG College Regents Test
Location: Education Building

Time: 6 - 8 p.m
Event: Community Cinema Film
Location: IT Lecture Hall 1005

Time: 6:30'- 8:30 p.m.
Event: SGA Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2047

Time: 6 - 8 p.m.
Event: Eagle-2-Eagle Halloween
Location: Russell Union 2048

Time: 11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
Event: Conversation Hour Int'l
Location: Russell Union Ballroom

Time: 7 - 9 p.m.
Event: Trick Or Treat Program
Location: Russell Union 2044

Time: 7 - 9 p.m.
Event: GSA Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2048

Time: 7-10 p.m.
Event: NAACP Election Forum
Location: Russell Union

Time: 7-11 p.m.
Event: USHA Halloween Party
Location: Williams Center Dining Hall

Time: 7;15-9:15 p.m.
Event: LDSSA Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2073

Time: 8 - 9 p.m.
Event: SSDP Weekly Meeting'
Location: Russell Union 2044

'Time:7:20- 9:30p.m.
Event: Gendemans Appreciation
Location: Russell Union 2042

Time: 9-11 p.m.
Event: Swing Cats Society
Location: College Plaza Building

Time: 8:30 -10 p.m.
Event: Hunter Lovins Reception
Location: Nessmith Lane

Time: 8-11 p.m.
Event: VGA Bi-Weekly Meeting
Location: Russell Union 2047

Time: 9 p.m.
Event: Thriller Parade
Location: Court House Lawn
Time: 10 p.m. -12 a.m.
Event: Rocky Horror Picture Show
Location: Averitt Center .
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PARTY IMPRESSIONS
Go Green and Save Green! Get Your
Halloween Costumes and Accessories
in the Boro!

Special Photo

Tips to Promote Halloween Safety
Statesboro RD. offer tips to safe on Halloween
Will Douberly
StaffWriter

angel / demon

nuns/priests

doctor/nurse

togas / greeks

cops / robbers

era costumes

superheroes

characters

pimps / hos

& MORE!

489-9946
IMPRESSIONS

107 WEST MAIN ST.
ACR0SS FR0M

POSTOFFICE

2 BLOCKS WEST OF DOWNTOWN INTERSECTION

Many people believe that Halloween is
a time of increased vulnerability to victimization. Some genuinely fear that the 31st
of October will bring upon them random
acts of violence.
While it is intelligent to take precautions
to ensure one's safety, these precautions do
not need to be anymore excessive than ones
already being practiced in everyday life.
What is one maj or fear that people have
in relation to Halloween?
There is a fear that candy given out
to children will be poisoned or contain
razor blades.
Should parents protect their children
by checking the candy they receive? Yes,
they should. But this is no different from
any other situation.
How many parents will let their children
take candy from strangers? Or if they do
allow their children to accept the candy, do
they not check it beforehand?
Halloween is not posing a new risk in
this respect to children's safety; there will
just be greater opportunity for this risk to
be a factor.
Will all hell break loose on Halloween?
In all likelihood, it won't.
Most crimes or deviant behavior that
takes place on Halloween involve minor
offenses that are usually considered pranks;
perhaps these pranks are performed in bad
taste, but they can be considered pranks
nonetheless.
"S omeone's car may get egged, but nothing significant; you don't see any major
crimes," said Major Holloway with the

Statesboro Police Department.
Why do so many instances of these
pranks occur on Halloween? Often times,
they occur because people are wearing
costumes and masks.
The costume and mask provide a sense
of anonymity that allows people to believe
they have a greater chance of getting
away with a crime than they would have
otherwise.
It is actually possible that Halloween
is a time that will see less serious offenses
being committed than during other times
of the year.
Due to the greater amount of people
that will be out, criminals may have less of
an opportunity to commit a serious crime
because of greater number of witnesses.
"More people are out, and real criminals
can't commit major crimes because they will
be seen," said Captain McCullough of the
University Police at Georgia Southern.
So, it is actually possible that people will
be safer from heinous crimes on Halloween
than on a typical, normal day.
Precautions taken in a normal situation
still apply here.
Don't walk places alone. Stay in well-lit
areas. Drink responsibly.
What contributes to this myth of Halloween mayhem?
"I think it's the mystery and reputation
that Halloween gets.. .that it's a night for
mischief,"-said McCullough. ,
For information regarding Halloween
safety for children, visit www.Halloweensafety_.com, and for information regarding
safety in general, visit http://welcome.
georgiasouthem.edu/publicsafety/info_r_mation.htm.
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Jonathan Tyler and the Northern Lights shine in 'Hot Trottin
By Philip Clements

Assistant Features Editor

It's hard to pull off original classic rock these
days. Most bands that attempt to recreate the
swagger of rocks golden days end up producing
a dusty wannabe hit before shriveling away at
twice the rate as their idols.
The bands that do get away with it, like The
Strokes and Jet, eventually move away from the
sound that got them noticed as the spotlight fades,
maintaining devoted fans but never returning to
the top of the charts.
Even in spite of this, newcomer Jonathan
Tyler and the Northern Lights shine as the next
best thing in 70s-influenced rock.
Hailing from the Lone Star State, the Northern
Lights reinvent a funky brand of blues rock that
would make Stevie Ray Vaughan proud and John
Mayer jealous.
They are set to open for 0. A.R. on November
6 at the RAC Bandshell to promote their debut
album 'Hot Trottin' which features a strong set
of sweatin and swaggerin rock music.
With cowbell driven blues riffs andpower rock
hooks, the album's opener "Gypsy Woman" has
enough radio potential and fire power to propel
these guys to the cover of Rolling Stone.
Half haunted house jam, half bayou blues

Special photo

tune, "Lost Soul (Pts. 1 & 2)" is trippy, folksy,
and should be on HBO's True Blood.
Their soft side is also intriguing. Ballads like
"This Girl" and "She Wears a Smile" embrace
the sensitive songwriter role and win over your
girlfriend's heart. The saxophone solo on "Time
for Love" is enough to get the volume cranked
and the windows steamed.

"Sunshine" starts off in a sweet and harmless
enough way, but catches you off guard and lifts
off into a spacey blues odyssey with Tyler's guitar
steering from the cockpit.
As soon as you hear him, Jonathan Tyler
will be your new guitar hero. At 23, his groovin
riffs and epic solos put him on the list of young
guitarists to watch.

Backing Tyler with a ferocious devotion are
Jordan Cain on drums, Nick Jay on keyboards and
a dude named Kansas on rhythm guitar. However,
they don't allow themselves to be restrained by
a four-piece band. The album features a brass
section and some ripping saxophone solos by
Clay Pritchard and Fulton Turnage.
Older critics might say that the younger
generations don't really have any "guitar gods."
But Jonathan Tyler (along with the likes of John
Mayer and Jim James) challenge that thesis and
gives everyone an earful of what we all want to
hear: head bobbing riffs and courageous solos.
The album was produced and engineered
by Chris Bell, a Dallas local who has worked on
albums by Erykah Badu and Polyphonic Spree.
Its sonic quality is clear and modern, which helps
the listener push beyond the static comparisons
to older albums and fully embrace the freshness
of the music they make.
Sure, there will be comparisons. There always
are. But what makes Jonathan Tyler and the
Northern Lights special is that these comparisons
aren't to Boston, Foghat, Mott the Hoople or
any other dated favorites. The comparisons are
more in sync with Eric Clapton, Pink Floyd and
Aerosmith. Their sound is truly unique. Only
time will tell if it's classic.

DOO DAH STEP SHOW 2008
Don't miss your chance to be a part of one of Georgia Southern's
biggest traditions! The deadline for Homecoming event registration is
Friday, October 10th at 4 PM.
Organizations must turn in a Homecoming Participation form, the
associated fees, and additional required event forms [Mud Volleyball and
Doo-Dah/Step Show) to the Office of Student Activities, Russell Union
1058, in order to be fully registered.
All Homecoming information and forms ;an be found at
www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com.
Questions? Email osa^georgiasouthern.edu.
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"High School Musical 3' way off tune

JONATHAN
POPE

RYAN
BABULA
"High School Musical 3: Senior Year" is
a musical that is set in high school during
senior year. It follows Troy (Zac Efron),
Gabriella (Vanessa Hudgens), and their
super-cool, angst-filled clique of friends
as they struggle with finding themselves,

strengthening relationships, and deciding
their futures, all in tjme for the senior musical! All of this G-rated goodness is directed
by Kenny Ortega ("High School Musical 1 &
2") and written by Peter Barsocchini ("High
School Musical 1 & 2").

RYAN'S TAKE
Walking out of "HSMI3," I couldn't help
but find an extra kick to my step, It was as
if there was a natural beat running through
my head. All I wanted to do was throw my
hands in the air.and shout positive nothings
to the people around me! Luckily, as I turned
side-to-side, I realized that I was not alone.
Movie-going patrons began breaking into
song and dance, and the entire parking lot
became a celebration of life! As everybody
skipped and hopped around in elation (narrowly missing moving cars as they swerved
to their choreographed beats), I realized
something profound: "High School Musical
3" is the best film I've seen in the past, oh, 21
years (that's, like, totally my age)i
Now, I know what you're thinking: how
can someone as smart, good-looking, and
tall as me make such an intense claim? Well,
aside from the fact that I'm all of the above,
it's easy to call this a masterpiece. All of the
actors involvedgayesuper-rad performances,
especiallyZac Efron...he'sso totally cool. The
central story, stressing the importance offollowing your dreams better than your parents
did, truly spoke to me as a disgruntled and
misguided college student. This is exactly
the motivation I needed back in high school,

RYAN'S
RATING

JONATHAN'S TAKE
"High School Musical" is a series that,
like another big release this weekend ("Saw
V"), has a built in audience. No matter what
I say, loyal fans will turn out in droves, and
the opposed will avoid it like the plague.
Knowing that, and not having seen the first
two films, all I can really do is provide my
completely honest opinion. This film was
pretty laughable.
Let's start with the good - the dancing
and production values. It's easy to see why
prepubescenttweenseatthisstuffup. Bright,
pulsating lights and colors abound, and the
dances areenergeticandover-the-top. One
set piece that was particularly cool was a
spinning hallway in which Zac Efron slides
andjumpsfromwalltowall. Unfortunately,
for everyhigh there isalow.Andin this case,
there are far more lows than highs.
First, there are the hammy song lyrics.
As enjoyable as the songs were to listen to,
every one seemed to be a mere slight alteration ofthe one that came before it, with each
spouttagsomethingtotheeffectof'letsstick
together", "beyourself", "friends are forever",
andso forth. Thosemessagesareallwelland
good, but seriously? Does every single song
have to be filled with such cliche and sappy

sweetness? I'm surprised I didn't get sick
from all the cheese I had to stomach.
Not much more can be said about the
performances. Every character is flat, every
line is overacted, every romantic scene is
too sexually awkward, everything about
this film is too Disney Channel. The whole
thing feels too shiny and squeaky clean to
be relatable on most any level.
While some of the conflicts the characters face are absolutely realistic and fitting,
the ways in which they are handled are not.
Toooftenarethey settled through weirdand
overly convenient turns of events. It's this
lack of a sense of realism that makes the
film so laughable.
Now, I know what you're thinking "High School Musical 3" was not made
with me in mind - and you are absolutely
right. If I've gained one thing from seeing
this film, it's an understanding of why the
target audience truly enjoys this kind of
thing. However, that doesn't make me like
it any more. So, to any audience members
who I might have offended with my inappropriately timed belts of laughter and
comments: I apologize. Sorrykids, but high
school is not G-rated.

iV^HMlS'

Showtimes
Car mike 12 Cinema
(Statesboro Mall)

when I was young, dumb, and full of.. .hope.
Hope that somethingasprofoimd as this film
would come around and shape my life!
Enough about the inspirational message
this film has to offer; What about the music?!
The only word I can use to describe it is awesomeradcoolduh! Yes, Ijustcreatedawordso
profound that it can only be used to describe
thechoreographyandmusicondisplayhere.1
wasentrancedby every step andskipmadeby
the talentedyoungactors,andIwas extremely
impressedbyKennyOrtega'sstellardirection.
AndtothinkthatlcouldVedoubtedthesheer
cool this film has to offer.
As the parking lot was cleared by policemen using"dream-wrecker"rodsandsadness
spray, I could only hope that "High School
Musical 4: College Musical" would be as
ground-breaking and important as this film.
Wait.. .what am I saying? How could I have
been mistaken like this!? I'm sorry for my
misleading over-optimism, but I must fess
up: this movie was horrible! I hope you don't
take my words and walk into this optimistically. . .you'll probably wind up disoriented,
confused, and hallucinating things...like
public dance numbers in the parking lot.

Special Photo

TUESDAY
4:15 p.m., 5:50 p.m., 7 p.m.,
8:15 p.m., 9:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
4:15 p.m., 5:50 p.m., 7 p.m.,
8:15 p.m., 9:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
4:15 p.m., 5:50 p.m., 7 p.m.,
8:15 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
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Paranormal investigator offers ghost hunting tips
By Charles Minshew
Features Editor

Students had the opportunity to learn
about the science of ghost hunting Saturday
night when a paranormal investigator visited
Georgia Southern.
Paranormal investigator Darren Variance
from Roswell, Ga spoke to a crowd of approximately 100 students about the tools as well as the
do's and don'ts of paranormal investigation.
Jessica Pense, coordinator of residential education at the Department ofUniversity Housing,
said that she got the idea to bring Vallance to
campus after previous success with a ghost hunting class at the University of Oregon.
"I am a skeptic, but I do believe in them. I've
never had an experience but I'm open to having
an experience," Pense said.
In his presentation, Vallance cited four
different types of hauntings: residual, poltergeist, intelligent and non-human. According
to Vallance, there are three types of ghosts:
dead people, alien, and people from other
dimensions.
Vallance said that most of his equipment is
paid for out of his own pocket. He estimates that
he has spent over $5,000 on various equipment
including digital voice recorders, camcorders,
and a device called "Franks Box."
He said that for him, the most successful
tool in ghost hunting has been a digital voice
recorder. Vallance's investigations have taken

him ail-throughout the state of Georgia as well
as Waverly Hills, Kentucky and the infamous
Alcatraz Island.
While in Waverly Hills, Vallance said that
he confronted a "nine foot tall shadow person"
named Linebacker.
"Shadow people are more often evil than
good," Vallance said. "I've been attacked, I've
been hit, I've been scratched, and I've been
burned."
According to Vallance, he does an average
of one to two investigations per month. This
month, however, he is already on number six.
However, it is possible to get involved with ghost
hunting on your own.
"To get involved in ghost hunting, Google
is your best friend," Vallance said. He said that
the easiest piece of equipment for an amateur
investigator to purchases is a digital voice
recorder.
Vallance says that there is a difference
between sending a ghost to the other side and
communicating with it. Vallance does not try
to send ghosts to the "other side."
"I don't believe in that because I don't know
what's over there," Vallance said. "Am I sending
them to a better place or am I sending them to
a giant blender? And, if I cross them over that
gives me one less thing to hunt."
According to Vallance, all investigations
by the Roswell, Ga Paranormal Investigators
are free. For more information, go to www.
roswellparanormal.com

DO'S AND DON'TS OF GHOST HUNTING

Special Photo

DO
Go Ghost Hunting with a Mend

DON'T
Go ghost hunting alone.

Ask for pemrission before going on
a property.

Tresspass on property or go
somewhere without the owner's
permission.

Buy cheap equipment such as voice
recorders and digital cameras

Be scared.

Parties and movies in the land of the rising sun
By Derek Joyce
Guest writer

Kon'nichiwa! Long time no see, everyone.
This week, we will focus on the best forms of
Japanese pastimes.
Party!
See, we at International House, as well as
the Japanese in general, will find any excuse
to have a good time, especially if it helps us
take our minds off of our classes.
The most common are the birthday parties,
and since we live in a house of 61 including our
housekeeper, that means a lot of parties.
In only our four weeks here, we already
had four major blowouts.
The two most notable birthdays were
for our housekeeper and one of our Senpai
(technically upperclassman, but it also means
our housemates who have been here for a
semester already.)
There are some expectations for partying,

of course. First of all, everyone who will be in
attendance must make a contribution, whether
it be in decoration, drinks, or food.
Also, everyone in attendance is expected
to clean up after themselves and have a great
time, by whatever means necessary.
For our housekeeper's birthday, there
were three tables literally filled to the brim
with food and drink. Even with 60 people in
attendance, there were still leftovers.
The other major party had a purple disco
theme. Need I really say more?
Next up, are the movie theaters. The nearest"
one is in the city of Nagoya, which is roughly
20 minutes away using bus and train.
This theater was huge. Situated next to the
station at the top of a five story building, it was
lit in neon lights on the insides with electric
billboards that automatically change their
advertisement every few minutes.
When buying a ticket, you need to know
exactly where and when you sit, because the

seats are assigned and the line can change
from zero to 30 people almost instantaneously.
Tickets are roughly 13-15 dollars and you can
tell how many tickets are left by the symbol
next to the name and time of the movie. A
circle indicates many seats, a triangle for only
a few, and an X for none.
Movies range from animation, live, and
even. American movies with Japanese subtitles.
On that particular day, I saw signs for
Metal Macbeth, which seems like a Japanese
adaptation of the Shakespearean classic, an
upcoming Tinkerbell movie, an animation
of some kind offish thing with a human face
that has a human as a pet, and an upcoming
release of'Hancock.' But for that night, I was
seeing Aian Maan.'
If you can't figure out what that is, try
sounding it out.
That's right: Iron Man! Props to Robert
Downey Jr.

As for snacks, there is a very interesting
selection. The theater had butter or caramel
popcorn, taquitos, soft serve ice cream, and
fish and chips. Yeah, I said it, fish and chips.
As for drinks, you can choose from soda,
water, or even hot or cold coffee. I went for
the Melon soda. Mmmm.
Upon entering the theater, I found that the
previews actually ended on the given play time
of the movie, which was awesome.
They had leather seats, hardly anyone even
left until the credits were done, and it was
dead silent. I know you are not supposed to
talk during the movie in the US, but here, that
is taken seriously.
Nobody even laughed out loud except for
two foreigners sitting at the end of the row.
But strangely, that did not take away from
the experience.
Well, that is all for now. Soon I will have
to see an actual Japanese movie, see how that
is. Until next time, Sayonara!
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My own Fear Factors

Recounting three hair-raising experiences
By Reuben Hayslett
Staff writer

It's finally the time of the year for all the
creepy-crawlies and bumps-in-the-night to
emerge for the shadows, dark corners and
dusty attics to give us a good scare for a day.
Halloween is one of my favorite holidays and
this year I'd like to celebrate by reliving the
top three true-life tales of creepiness that I've
lived through.
#3: Disney Trailer parks
Everyone knows Disney as "the happiest
place on Earth" and it is, if you stay on the
tourist side of things. But as a former Orlando
native I was often witness to the darker side
of The Mouse.
When I was nineteen and flying solo
through the Orlando night club scene I ran
into a group ofquirky clubbers who all worked
for Disney. They called it Mouschwitz and
complained of long hours, poor conditions,
"slaving away" for a big faceless corporation.
After we collectively ran out of bar money the
group decided to go back to someone's house
to continue drinking and I was invited to come
along.
The drive out to the Kissimmee Disneyowned residences is a long, sometimes dirt,
road with lots of sharp ninety degree blind
turns. The midnight air blew up dust that
spread out thin, stretched brown clouds against
the moon. Finally, after one last sharp turn,
we arrived at the trailer park.
Disney owns a variety of residential lots
for their employees. Some are upscale luxury
apartments, some are lower scale. Then there's
the Disney trailer parks where the lowest end
low-wages workers live. A friend in the group
said, "This is where all the toilet cleaners of
family vacations live."
Under the night sky the park looked
otherworldly. Sporadic fires from rusted out
garbage cans dotted the neighborhood. One
trailer had a red sign by the door that said,
"GO HOME!" and in the distance I heard the
wailing of an old woman, screaming in pain.
Kids as young as twelve were barefoot in ripped
jeans and t-shirts smoking Black'n'Milds and
burning holes into me with their eyes.
I told this group of friends that I had only
met a few hours ago that I had changed my
mind and didn't want to keep drinking in the
trailer.
"I'm getting tired," I said, "I think I'll go
home."
They laughed and then warned me: get-

ting out isn't as easy as getting in.
They were right. I drove one big circle
around the parameter of the trailer park and
didn't see any exits. On the second lap I noticed
a small gravel road that looked like the one I
drove in on. This road had the same blind turns
with little warning before hand and the longer
I drove down it the less likely it seemed that
I would eventually reach the highway. Then
one more quick turn and my car was thrust
back onto a major thoroughfare. I swerved in
and out between cars desperately search for
Interstate 4, the only way I knew to get home.
When I saw the onramp I sped for it and, on
the curve, lost control and peeled out into a
small ditch. I thought my heartbeat would
never slow down again, but I had made it out.
I had been to the Disney trailers and lived to
tell about it.
#2: Showcase Cinemas
Movie theaters are pretty dark places
under normal situations. But during an Iowa
blizzard in 1998, the movie theater I worked
at lost power and I got to see true darkness.
My supervisor, Jody, and I Were loading up
a supply cart with concession candies when
the blizzard picked up. We wheeled our fully
loaded pushcart out of the supply room and
into the main hallway when we heard a deep
mechanical drone wind down and then the
lights, all of them, vanished. Usually, after a
few minutes in darkness your eyes adjust. You
begin to see shadows and the black turns into
varying shades'of dark grays.
That doesn't happen in a movie theater
during a blizzard.
There's no adjustment, no slow reveal of
shapes in the dark. It's just black everywhere.
I waved my hands in front of me: nothing. I
called out for Jody: nothing. It was as if we
had all been eaten, swallowed up by night.
Then a blunt, roundish object hit me square
between the shoulders and I fell down. I heard
boot-stomps near me then slowly disappear.
I realized that blunt "thing" was someone's
shoulder as they were running toward what
they thought to be an exit.
Then, through the sheet of black I heard
Jody scream my name. I crawled toward the
sound of her voice and eventually Jody's hand
found my leg and sunk into it like talons into
the flesh of field mice. Jody screamed again.
Ohyeah, did I mention she was six months
pregnant?
"It's too early!" Jody screamed, clawing
her fingers into my skin. It was when she
stopped to catch her breath that I realized I

Special Photo by Neil Smith

was screaming too. I tried to keep her calm,
telling her to breathe, but honestly I had no
idea what I was doing. In the movies there's
usually someone with Lamaze training who
just so happens to be around for these things,
but in the pitch black movie theater, under a
blizzard, there was just pimply fifteen-year-old
me.
I heard another pair ofhurried footsteps in
the distance, and in seconds, they collided with
the candy cart. Skittles, Jr Mints, and Nestles
Crunch Bite boxes fell like rain around us and
Jody launched into another heart wrenching
scream.
I had no plan, no bright idea, no heromoves to pull. I spent the thirty minutes it took
to get the power up and running screaming
with Jody. And at the end ofit, with the blizzard
dying and the lights back on, the paramedics
found us and carted Jody to the hospital. She
took a maternity leave and before she got
back I had found another job—in a nice well
lit office.
#1: Georgia Southern campus
In 2006, my ex-boyfriend attacked me,
stabbed my hand and destroyed my computer.
I called the police and all they could do was
call his cell phone number and knock on his
dorm room door. That was a Sunday night,
I had class the next morning and the man
who had just attacked me also knew my class
schedule.
The Georgia Southern campus seems
innocuous. It's a large public space with lots
of students walking back and forth. Ordinarily it feels relatively safe. Not the case for me
that Monday. Every student zipping past the
corner of my eye could have been him. Every
person with their hand in their pocket could
be carrying a knife. There's no way to know
for sure.
Worse is that the police couldn't apprehend my attacker. He was at large. He could
be anywhere on campus, behind that group

of slow walking friends strolling down the
pedestrium by the library. He could be waiting
around the corner from the Lakeside patio.
He could have a knife this time. He could try
to finish what he started before I screamed
"Help!"
On top of all this was the fact that my
attacker was my ex-boyfriend, he knew where
my classes were, where I normally eat during
the day. He knew about what time I head out
for campus and what time I leave for the day.
If he wanted to he could find me, attack me
again.
The smartest thing to do was to change up
my routine, walk the long way around things,
and enter buildings from back exits. Changing
your day-to-day routine also means the faces
of random people change as well. You don't
see the same familiar face that has some class
in the Carroll building at around the same
time you do on Mondays and Wednesdays.
All the people are foreign, all the faces new.
Everyone becomes a stranger and every step
on the brick sidewalk becomes a step at my
own risk.
Most spooky or creepy encounters escalate to some sort of conclusion. The weird
glowy light through the trees are just someone's
headlights left on. The quick moving shadow
in the corner was just your pet cat being hyper.
For me the potential fear of having to face the
man who stabbed me while I was on campus
didn't go away in a quick conclusion. It took
me three months to learn that he had dropped
out of school and moved to another town. To
this day the details I have on my attacker's
whereabouts are sketchy, at best.
Halloween is one of my favorite holidays
because we get to exorcise our fears. We can
indulge in them, bring them out to the forefront
and see them for what they really are: fears.
Using Halloween as a "safe" day to be scared
frees up the rest of your year to be brave. To
look at the potential of danger, or nightmares
and say, "no, no, no. I don't scare that easily."
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...

http://www.gsuads.com
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7
for 200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): Send an
email message to...

www.gadaily.com

-click on classifieds

You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebtes. Mo phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

Announcements

time car or delivery car.
260 Miscellaneous for Sale

110 Auditions
We are looking for a drummer and
a female vocalist to join our band.
You must be willing to play Christian
Genre, comprised mostly of Contemporary Christian and Christian Rock.
Keyboarding abilities a plus!
Lead guitarist looking to start up a
band. Formerly had a 311 cover band,
looking for somewhat of the same
gengre. Think Guns n Roses, Sublime,
Zeppelin, always looking to play new
stuff as well. Looking for trial jam
sessions now, already have local paying gigs lined up if things work out.
Think you fit the bill? Contact Weston
at (678) 643-2331. Serious inquiries
only please
140 Other Announcements
Have you ever wanted to learn more
about the Catholic faith or thought
about becoming Catholic? If so.you
are invited to attend RCIA (Rite of
Christian Initiation of Adults)classes
at St. Matthew Church (Gentilly
Road). For more information, please
call 681-6726.
'
Resume packages as low as $60. Your
resume is YOUR brand! What does
yours say about you? Check out our
website for more information at www.
reasonableresume.com We offer interview and business etiquette coaching
to add that edge you need to compete
in todays global job market.

Please call 912-842-5681 or email
your resume and schedule to dmannin 1 @georgiasouthern.edu

Three (3) tickets together for GaTech
v. Florida State @ GaTech, Saturday, Nov. 1st. $175 for all three.
(912) 225-0667 or (912) 531-2736.

Housing & Real Estate

I have a matching pull out couch
and loveseat that I'm selling for
$250. Both are in REALLY good
condition, no stains or smells. Are
used. Can bring to you for a small
fee. Call 912-531-7585 and ask
for Tiffany. Serious Inquires only.

430 Mobile Homes,

270 Motorcycles for Sale
2007 BMW F650GS Dual Sport
70 miles per gallon, only 3000 miles,
comes with removable top trunk and
tank bag, and Throttlemeister cruise
control. Excellent condition, garage
kept, fun bike. 9124415801.
2007 Yamaha V Star 650 Custom
for sale. Black/Raven color. Low
maintenance shaft drive. Less than
3,200 miles. 650ccs. Great for both
beginners and more experienced riders, around town and highway riding.
Perfect cosmetic and mechanical
condition. AWESOME fuel economy.
Will toss in helmets, riding jacket,
riding glasses, oil, etc. at no extra
cost. Asking $5,900. Call Corey at
912-541-1850.

1997 Fleetwood Broadmore MOBILE
HOME 2BR/2B A (Large Master Bedroom!) 14X76 Excellent Condition!
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher, Fridge
and some bedroom furniture included.
Less than 5 minutes from GSU Campus! Located in Greenhaven/Heritage
MobileHome Park off of the 301 Bypass. REDUCED from $ 18,000. Now
asking $ 16,500. NO Renting/Leasing!
Please call 912-245-5991
440 Real Estate for Sale
3 BR/2BA house for sale on almost
full acre lot, located in cul-de-sac
of a quiet neighborhood. In ground
sprinkler and sod in front yard, vaulted
ceilings in LR, small deck in back
and porch in front. $120,000. Call
912-690-4986.
Very nicely renovated condo in
stadium walk with new carpet and
wood floors for sale or spring semester
lease. Very nice place at a truly great
deal. Call brad for more info at 912617-7905.

HONDA SHADOW 2000
VT1100C. 21,000 miles New.
tires,windshield, LOUD Cobra pipes
stage II jet kit, Mustang seat, leather
bags, light bar,ETC. this is a Super NICE BIKE! $4300.00 firm.
I may consider partial trade for
smaller bike and CASH Call 912478-1384 or 852-5540 after 4:30.
I drive this Bike most days to Physical
Plant and park beside the Entrance to
Southern Pines.

Female roommate needed to share
a 4BR/4BA house in Camelot subdivision beginning in January. $425
per month, all inclusive. Close to
campus. Contact Ralph or Rhonda
gornto at 912-265-8794 or 912-2235751 or 912-222-5979. Will be glad
to show the house when requested.

Employment & Job Services

480 Sub Leases

210 Autos for Sale

350 Jobs/Full Time

I am selling my 1989 Chevy Corsica.
Only 48,000 miles..Needs new 02
sensor and a frion charge. Just had the
oil changed heater works. Automatic.
Selling for 1000$. OBO Call Tiffany
at912-53I-7585 if interested. Serious
inquires only.! Makes an amazing first

BARTENDING $300/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Provided. 1-800-965-6520 X296.

Have TWO rooms available for sublease- January-July. We are graduating
and cant stay in Statesboro. House
is in Burkhalter Plantation, PETS
allowed! 400 plus electricity. Call
.912-429-3441!

Personal Trainers/Fitness Experts
interested in better results and making
more money. New nutrition company
seeking campus reps. For more information and free samples, contact
corey@more-nutrition.com

360 Jobs/Part Time
Pressure Washers & Window Cleaners needed!
Must have a valid drivers licenses and a good attitude.

450 Roommates

This ad is for a sub-lease of
one bedroom and one bath in a
3 bed/2 bath house. The house is
within walking distance of campus. Huge house with a big yard.
Justin 706-318-2815
Female sublease needed for January 09 (or possibly the end of December) in 3 bed/3 bath apartment,

in Campus Crossings. The NEW
apartments! Excellent amenities
are included along with two great
roommates! Rent is $475/month - all
utilities included with a furnished
apartment and private bath. Rent is
negotiable. Feel free to contact me
by phone or email. (404) 702-4808
or jjohnl59@georgiasouthern.edu
IBR/IBAavailable in 3BR/3BAatthe
Exchange $469/month or negotiable.
All inclusive rent, fully furnished,
top floor balcony. Amenities include
2 large pools, game room, tanning
bed, volleyball, fitness center, basketball courts, computer lab and study
rooms, gated community, and more.
Apartment is available immediately
or beginning Spring Semester '09.
If interested call (703) 282-8430

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES
100
110
120
130
140

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career & Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/Part Time
370 Opportunities/Business
380 UniversityWork
390 Wanted Jobs

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

200 Buy or Sell
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade& Barter
Wanted

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments .
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

down center of nose with brown
spots on side that look like freckles.
Name is Butters, is fixed, no collar
but is microchipped. He is a little

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals
500 Personals
500 Personals
600
*610
620
630
640
650

Services
Education &Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel
800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets& Pet Supplies

over a year and is a sweetheart. If
found, please call Jessica at 813-8430615 or Andrew at 912-663-6849.

Sudoku
4 9
2

2BR/2BA available in a 4BR/4BA in
the Exchange. Starting January - July.
$440/month all inclusive. Would have
2 girl roommates. Great for two people
looking for a place to live Spring
semester. Girls prefered. Right next
to Clubhouse, pool, and gym. Large
living area with open kitchen and
balcony. Spacious bathrooms with
lots of storage. HBO moview channels. We are the First occupants of
the apartment, so it is still very new
and nice. Call Jesse at 770-883-7521
if interested.
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brainfreezepuzzles.com
610 Education & Tutoring
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for
list of things to do that are educational
and fun. http://www.stp.georgiasouthern. edit/funstuff/

Rules:

Fill in the grid so that each row, column,

and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.

LuoDsa[zzndaz33jjuiDjq

910 Pets & Pet Supplies
Registered Red Nose Pitbull; beautiful
chocolate and white, female, almost
2yrs old, unspayed. Needs to be the
only animal in house, does not get along
well with other animals. Asking $ 150
OBO. Needs to go to a good home.
Missing: Small (35 lbs) blonde dog
went missing Friday night/Saturday
morning from backyard off Langston
Chapel Rd. Is a mutt but looks like
a mini yellow lab. Has white markings including white chest and white
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Students get hands-on experience
through 'Southern Enterprise'
By Chris Buchanan
and Claire Gallam
.
News editors

:

Jamie Gould, the external relation manager and Dr. Waldrop with a GSU clock.

Special Photo

let the
LEGAL EAGLE
work for you
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. Students are learning the inter-workings of business first hand thanks to Southern Enterprise, a completely student run business at Georgia Southern.
Part of a manufacturing enterprise class, students
are in charge of every aspect of the production and
sell of custom Georgia Southern clocks.
"We wanted to emulate modern class manufacturing methods and so we needed a particular product
line that was consistent so we could set the factory
up in one way," said Professor Phil Waldrop who
oversees the class.
The company is divided into several departments
including research, sales, and human resources
according to Jamie Gould, external relations manager.
They sell several different styles of clocks and
all variations between them depend on the students
designs.
Students could also earn money during the
class,
"It's the only course on campus where students
get a check on final exam day," said Waldrop.
Waldrop said that students could make as much as
$100 through thecourse ifthey bought the maximum
allowed 20 shares in the company - doubling their
initial investment.
The class recently decided to hold a raffle for charity according to Gould. They raffled offthree custom
clocks with $123 of the proceeds being donated to

JoannalMcAfee Gbigiiood Cancer Foundation out
of -Warner Robins, Ga,
Tjieilass was created about 30 years ago according
to Waldrop under the^uidance ofProfessor Emeritus
LewisSelvidge.
"It got'started years ago when the field of industrial technology was reorganizing to get away from
the vocational type hands-on education to a more
general education in terms of providing insight to
careers," Waldrop said.
Waldrop said that he started at Georgia Southern
in 1995 when Selvidge was still teaching the class and
began to work with him. .
Waldrop then took over the position upon Selvidge's retirement and has been teaching the class
for about 10 years.
Both professors co-authored the textbook still
used today.
The company has won three major awards since
its inception including two Leavey Awards for Excellence in Private Enterprise Education and a Seargeant
Americanism Award.
"I was actually encouraged by Professor Selvidge
who had won [the Leavy Award] in 1984," Waldrop
said.
Waldrop's program won the award in 2004.
Students who want to order a clock can do so
by going to GSUClocks.com or by speaking with
Quentin Coley, director of sales.
Students can also go directly to the company's
headquarters in room 1013 in the Carruth Building from 2 to 3 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.

Museum features Anne Frank exhibit
GSU News Service

Attorney Troy Marslfi
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The Georgia Southern University Museum is
hosting "Anne Frank: A History for Today" beginning November 2.
"Anne Frank: A History for Today" chronicles the
Holocaust through the eyes of Anne Frank and her
family. The goal of the exhibit is to confront issues
of prejudice and intolerance and to educate young
people about the positive values of diversify.
Consisting of 55 large panels, this exhibit
juxtaposes photographs of the Frank family with
photographs depicting historical events during
that time.
The goal is to show how persecuted people,
such as the Frank family, were affected by political decisions and by the actions and beliefs of
individuals.
The exhibit invites people to view and think
about prejudice, discrimination, hate and violence.
It also encourages them to think about their own
attitudes and beliefs.

Also part of the exhibit is "The Anne Frank
Secret Hiding Place," an artist's representation of
what the secret hiding place was like.
The exhibit's visitors will also have the opportunity to view a brief film, "The Short Life of
Anne Frank."
The exhibit is sponsored by The Anne Frank
Center USA. Through this exhibit and others,
the center has introduced over four million young
people to the story of Aiine Frank.
The goal of the exhibit is to confront issues of
prejudice and intolerance and to educate young
people about the positive values of diversity.
Accompanying the exhibit is "Witness to the
Holocaust: WWII Veteran William A. Scott at
Buchenwald."
This exhibit documents the liberation ofBuchenwald through the lens of U.S. Armyphotojournalist
William A. Scott, III. Scott was a member of a segregated African-American unit during World War
II. This exhibit shows howpowerful discrimination
can be and teaches respect for diversity.
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Baseball announces 2009 Schedule
GSU news service
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Georgia Southern Baseball will play
host to the Eagle Invitational in 2009, part
of a 32-game home slate that highlights
the 2009 schedule.
The Eagles open 2009 on Friday, February 20th, against Presbyterian as part
of a three-game series and stretch of 12
straight at J. I. Clements Stadium to start
the season.
- The Eagles play host to Georgia Tech
in a two-game midweek series then Coppin State the following weekend (Feb.
27-March 1). Another midweek game
against Winthrop on March 3rd precedes
the Eagle Invitational.
Indiana, LeMoyne and East Carolina
will travel to J.I. Clements on March 6-8.
The Eagles hit the road for the first time
on March 10 at Jacksonville.
The following day GS plays BethuneCookman at home, then begins Southern
Conference play at UNC Greensboro.
That series begins a week-long roadtrip. The Eagles play midweek at North
Carolina A&T (March 17) and Winthrop
(March 18) before traveling to Appalachian State (March 20-22).
"The Eagle Invitational should be
a great weekend of baseball. You have
Indiana, LeMoyne and East Carolina
coming in," said head coach Rodney Hennon. "Winthrop is back on the schedule
this year, they are another good baseball
program."
After a home game against Kennesaw
State (March 24), the Eagles will travel to
South Carolina, renewing their rivalry
against the Gamecocks (March 25).
On Friday, March 27, Georgia Southern plays host to Elon in a three-game
series which begins a seven-game
homestand.
The Eagles face North Florida (March
31) and College of Charleston (April 3-5)
at J.I. Clements Stadium.
Georgia Southern finishes the fourgame series against Tech (April 7-8)
playing two games in Atlanta followed
by a SoCon series at Western Carolina

(April 10-12) and game at North Florida
(April 14).
A midweek game versus Jacksonville
(April 15), followedbya conference series
against Davidson (April 17-19) and a
non-conference game versus Charleston
Southern (April 21) caps a five-game
stretch at Clements Stadium.
The remaining SoCon schedule includes: at The Citadel (April 24-26), versus
Furman (May2-3), at Samford (May 9-10)
and versus Wofford (May 15-17).
Following the Samford series the
Eagles travel to Auburn (May 12) for
their first game against the Tigers since
the 2000 NCAA Regionals.
This season the SoCon Tournament
(May 20-24) moves to Greenville, South
Carolina to play at the Class A Greenville
Drive stadium Fluor Field at West End,
ending a streak of 19 straight years in
Charleston.
"I'm excited about it (the change in
location); I think our players are excited
about it. We've had a great run as a league
in Charleston, but it has been there quite a
while," said Hennon. "They have a beautiful park in downtown Greenville, it's set up
similar dimension-wise to Fenway Park.
There are a lot of things right around the
ballpark for our fans."
In all the Eagles face five teams that
advanced to the NCAA Regionals (Georgia Tech, South Carolina, East Carolina,
Elon and Bethune-Cookman).
"Once again this is another challenging schedule. The Southern Conference
continues to get stronger each year and it
will be no different in 2009," said Hennon.
"I am excited about our opportunities
outside the league. We have Georgia Tech
again for four games on a home-andhome series. We added South Carolina
to the schedule this year and have an opportunity to play in their new stadium fh is
year, and they'll return the trip in 2010.
We also catch Auburn on the way back
from Samford at the end of the season.
We've always prided ourselves on playing a
tough schedule and we're looking forward
to the challenges this year."

Record watch

campusconsciousness.org | ofarevolution.com

Senior GSU wide receiver, Raja Andrews, broke the Eagles career recpetions
record this past Saturday. Andrews eight receptions in the Western Carolina
game this past weekend put him at 99 for his career, six more than the old
record of 93 set by Monty Sharpe in 1986. Andrwews has 36 receptions so far
this season, putting him on track to also break the snigle-season record of 39.
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NOTICE: The Southern Reflector will not be running this Thursday Oct. 30.

National NFL: New England not lost In other news

Special photo .

COLUMN
David Williams
Guest writer

1. Brady isn't the only good player for
New England.
Receiver Randy Moss was a monster last
season. He racked up a record 23 touchdown
receptions and made life miserable for opposing defenses.
Yes, those throws all came from Brady, but
Moss isn't going to turn into a bad receiver
just because Matt Cassel is now throwing
the ball. Moss's talent and explosiveness will
keep the Pats afloat this year.
Players such as WR Wes Welker, LB Tedy
Bruschi, S Rodney Harrison, RB Laurence
Maroney, and others will keep the Pats afloat
this season.
2. Bill Belichick is one of the greatest
coaches of all-time.

Belichick is without a doubt one of the
best coaches to stride onto a football field.
His record speaks for itself.
He has lead the Pats to three Superbowl
victories. In 2001, against the heavily favored
St. Louis Rams, Belichick's defence held
the high-powered Rams offense to only 17
points.
The Pats won on a last second field goal
by Adam Vinateri. Belichick coached the
Patriots to two more Superbowl victories and
to a Superbowl appearance last year.
He sometimes seems like an arrogant
jerk, with his stoic personality and lack of
forthcoming, but the fact is the man is a
winner. He will use his unparalleled ability
to "coach 'em up" with 2008's Patriots team,
as he has with all the others.
3. The AFC East still isn't all that great.
Last season the Pats went 16-0. Six of
those wins came against divisional opponents.

Last year the Dolphins were 1 -15, the Jets
were 4-12, and the Bills were 7-9.
In the off-season, the biggest upgrade
the Dolphins made was acquiring Chad
Pennington. That doesn't scare anyone. The
Jets might have picked up Brett Farve, but
that does not insure success.
There are still too many questions surrounding them to see diem as a real contender. The Pats have already beaten the Jets
with Matt Cassel anyway.
The Bills provide the biggest challenge
to the Patriots dominance of the AFC East.
They are an up-and-coming team and have
already notched two wins in two weeks.
However, with all the talent the Patriots
have on offense and defense, I just don't
see the Bills overtaking the Pats for the
division crown.
4. Matt Cassel will manage the Pats'
offense just fine.
It was said all week leading up to the
game against the Jets. Matt Cassel had not
started a game since high school in 1999!
He would be .overwhelmed by the Jets and
the Patriots would lose. Only, wait... the
Pats won.
Yes Cassel didn't put up any eye:popping
numbers. He was 16 of 23 for 165 yards. Sure
he didn't throw a touchdown, but he didn't
throw an interception either.
He did what he needed to do and managed
the game. He allowed the defense and running game to lead the Pats to a 19-10 victory.
As long as Cassel duplicates that performance
or better, the Pats will be in the playoffs again
this season as AFC East champs.
They won't blow teams out or go undefeated again this year, but even with Brady
they would suffer a few losses. No team can
go undefeated in two consecutive seasons.
The 2008-2009 New England Patriots will
make the playoffs as a division winner. How
far they go in the playoffs remains to be seen,
but they will be a factor nonetheless.

Southern Boosters announces
fundraising highs
At the previous Southern Boosters
Board of Directors Meeting, the staff
presented the Board of Directors with
final fund raising numbers for the
2007-08 fiscal year and 2008 Annual
Campaign. For the fiscal year ended June
30,2008, the organization exceeded the
$2.3 million raised mark.
Meanwhile this year's annual campaign raised $953,198 from 2,110 donors
from across the country. These figures
represent organizational highs for
total dollars raised, annual campaign'
fund raising and Southern Boosters
membership.

Patrick Bolen Named 'Special
Teams Player of the Week'
Georgia Southern senior kicker
Patrick Bolen was named the Southern
Conferences 'Special Teams Player of
the Week', announced by the league
office on Monday. Bolen received his
first-ever SoCon weekly award.
Bolen helped in the Eagles' largest
come-from-behind victory in program
history, a 38-31 overtime win at Western Carolina last Saturday. He sent three
ofhis five Mckoffs through the endzone
for a touchback and perfectly executed
the team's first on-sides kickoff attempt
of the year.
The senior place kicker leads the
Southern Conference with 10 touchbacks on 47 kickoff attempts, and the
Eagles continue to rank first in the
league in kickoff coverage with a 44.5
net yards average.

Zeta Tau Alpha proudly supports

Jessica Vanner

for
2008 Homecoming Queen!
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